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ABSTRACT

The chief characteristic of the modern age is the breakdown of values. The world has broken down into pieces. The outlook of the modern generation has become scientific rather than emotional and natural. The modern man has become more economic rather than moral or sentimental. Another change that has come in the modern life is the worship of power then beauty. There has been a decay of old and moral religious order and a change in the basis of education, which has become more and more strictly scientific. All these changes are taking the whole world into different direction where we see more and more urbanization, more industrialization more computerization, more roads, more railways, more technologies in the name of development and as a result of all these changes we are at a great loss. We have become the biggest enemy of natural environment and this environment, the surrounding is of main importance and to protect this environment we need a revolution in every field we have to understand the problem at the grass root level. In the field of education before choosing the subject and selection of topics for further studies we have to think benefits and overall impact of out studies in our career, in our life and in our surrounding. For all this we have to remould our psyche towards the actual real and positive development. This study is an analysis of modern scientific education versus humanistic education. It also shows the psychology behind education the choice of subject and the motto of studies.
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INTRODUCTION

A war is going on competition between developed and developing Nations. Developed nations want to become more developed and developing nations are striving for being developed. The whole world is divided into two parts developed and developing what is this development – educated mass say development in the field of economy, most of the developing countries followed the same path for their economic growth as the developed countries these underdeveloped countries wanted to open the lock of economic growth with the same key by which the developed nations did in the past. For the last three decades a primary focus of world economic attention has been on ways to accelerate the growth rate of national income. Economists and politicians from all nation, rich and poor, capitalist socialist and mixed have worshiped at the shrine of economic growth. At the end of every year statistics are compiled for all countries of the world showing their relative rates of GNP growth. For all the nations growth man ship has become a way of life government can rise or fall if their economic growth performance.
ranks high or low on this global scorecard. In the present world hectic economic activities are taking place.

Economic development encouraged industrialization and urbanization. It gave birth to various social, economic, administrative, moral and environmental problems. The development of roads, railways and air transport brought problems of accidents, deaths and injuries. Over all economic development phenomena created a modern materialistic technological society in which money played a dominant role and life of man has become a machine of earning or spending money.

Many evil things came up in the modern society. The success and failures, profit and loss, competition and contrast occupied important place in life of modern man. In order to divert the attention from the ills and tension of the present set up, problem of existence due to unemployment and poverty, the man has taken excessive use of tobacco, beverages, drugs, alcohol and brown sugar. All these things increased diseases like cancer, blood pressure and coronary ailments. In the man made ecosystem both environment and man have created a sick society. The stress diseases like peptic ulcers, rheumatism, neurosis and psychoses etc are on the increase. In our seemingly advanced society man has seen misery, pains, tensions, ill health and mental disturbances due to environmental stress. In such state of affairs an environment crisis has become a very significant question among the different countries.

All organisms live in community called biological community. The successful survival of the whole biological community depends upon its inter-relation and interaction between the physical environment and living beings. The history of modern man of this earth is comparatively more recent than that of other animals but his life is really unique. He is the only animal who has not only understood the whole environment situation but also changed it from time to time according to his need he has developed technologies to control it and there by he can influence the biosphere. For his existence he has created his own ecosystem but his ambition economic activities have after destroyed the natural environment and disturbed the links and balance of the very biosphere on his own existence depends. In fact he has adversely destroyed the natural ecosystem with out thinking of his own destruction and now the results of his doing are threatening his own existence.

**MATERIAL AND METHODS**

In the research paper research methodology is based on both primary data based and secondary data based

In the modern world spread of education has become basic mantra for everything in life like success, progress and development.

In 1940’s there was a lively debate on the desirability and otherwise scientific versus humanistic education. In that George Orwell pen name Eric Blair (1903-1950) was certainly against narrowing down the meaning and scope of science making it synonyms with exact sciences like physics or chemistry. Literature and other humanistic discipline have a definite role to play in shaping the human spirit, after all man does not live by science alone in one of his statements he writes, “Scientific education ought to mean the implanting of a rational, skeptical, experimental habit of mind. It ought to mean acquiring a method –A method that can be used on any problem that one meets and not simply piling up a lot of facts”. 1 In his another statement he writes, “At the moment science is on the upgrade so we hear quite rightly, the claim that masses should be scientifically educated. We do not hear as we ought to a counter claim that the scientists would themselves be benefited by a little education”. 2

The great event in the history of English literature took place the French revolution during 1780 to 1800. From about 1800 on the
contrary the moral and imaginative stir caused by the great upheavals enter into a new literature it was called Romantic Revival.

Rousseau was the main intellect behind the French revolution. He believed that original instincts and impulses are good because they are natural. Man have become evil because they have left nature and grown luxurious and artificial. To escape from the evils of man made institutions we should return to nature. ‘Return to Nature’ was the main theme of Romantic movement. Many writers and their works on nature has changed the whole scenario. Words Worth and Coleridge were fired by the revolutionary enthusiasm and hailed the era with joy. Shelley believes that all universe is alive and every part of it has its own particular life in the whole.

To know the mentality of modern man, I have prepared two questionnaires:

**Questionnaire 1**

**For Parents**

Put a tick mark over appropriate answer:

Q.1. How can you make future of your wards bright?
(a) By giving him modern education
(b) By giving him certain set of attitudes with moral values
(c) Other of these

Q.2. What do you think about modern education?
(a) It makes our ward capable of getting higher salaried job
(b) It makes us to settle in any type of circumstances
(c) Other of these

Q.3. Your ward should be:
(a) A doctor, an engineer, an officer
(b) A poet, a painter, a philosopher
(c) Other of these

Q.4. In future your word should possess:
(a) A car, a bungalow, mobile bank balance
(b) Satisfaction moral values positive attitude
(c) Other of these

Q.5. Your ward should be a worshipper of:
(a) Modernization, urbanization and industrialization
(b) Beauty, nature, god
(c) Other of these

**Questionnaire 2**

**For Youth Age Group (16-25)**

Choose the option, which suits you and put a tick mark

Q.1. What is the motto of your life?
(a) To get a good job
(b) To be knowledgeable
(c) Other of these

Q.2. What subjects would you choose for your further studies?
(a) Science, computer, technology
(b) Art, literature, music, home science
(c) Other of these

Q.3. Why do you want to study science?
(a) To get high salaried job
(b) To acquire the ability to think scientifically
(c) Other of these

Q.4. Why do you want to earn money?
(a) For earning bread and butter to my family
(b) For economical stability
(c) Other of these

Q.5. Why do you want to be economical stable?
(a) To buy my own vehicle mobile and for unlimited shopping
(b) To be able to help other
(c) Other of these

To know the opinion of these two categories of people these questionnaires were distributed for different group of people. They were distributed to 200 parents and 500 youths, a group discussion was done and this was also discussed with the people of age group of 30 to 40 and also among college colleagues.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Responses of Questionnaire-one

In response to the question- how can you make future of your ward bright?

176 parents think by giving them modern education where as 20 parents think- by giving them certain set of attitudes with moral values and 4 parents think others of these. In the same way 175 parents think that modern education makes us capable of getting high salaried job and 20 parents think it makes us settle in any type of circumstances and 5 parents think other of these. In response to the third question -160 parents want their ward should be Doctor, Engineer or an officer whereas 30 parents think them to make poet painter or philosopher and 10 parents think other of these. In another response 150 parents want that their ward should possess car, bungalow, mobile and bank balance and 50 parents think that they should possess moral values satisfaction and positive attitude towards nature. In response to the fifth question 147 parents think that their ward should be worshipper of modernization, industrialization and urbanization whereas 45 parents think that their ward should be worshipper of beauty, nature and God and 6 parents think other of these.

Responses of Questionnaire-two which was distributed among the age group of 16 to 25

Out of 500 students the motto of 480 students is to get a good job whereas 20 want to be knowledgeable. In the same way 430 youths want to take science, computer and technology for further studies whereas 50 students want to study art, literature and music and 20 students are other of these. In response to question three – why do you want to study science 490 students want high salaried job whereas 10 students selected second option to solve any problem scientifically. When the question comes – why do you want to earn money 245 youths want to earn bread and butter for their family and 240 youths want to be economical stable and 15 youths selected any other option. In the response of 5 question – why do you want to be economical stable. 450 youths want to buy their own vehicle, mobile and bank balance whereas 30 youth want to help others and 20 choose other of this option.

This survey was done over a number of people and most of them wanted to remain in the modern trend of urbanization, industrialization and computerization and as result of all these, number of technical colleges are blooming day by day and even in non-technical colleges number of student studying science is greater than that of arts and literature. Those youths who opted arts and literature for their further studies some time it was not of their own choice. Universities are producing a large number of degree holder youths and they are all lined up for getting job. 5000 youths are there against 50 vacancies and four thousand nine hundred ninety five remain unemployed and in this way we are gathering a crowd of unemployed youth where we see resentment, depression and dissatisfaction. These modern youths are unable to solve their day-to-day problem and they follow wrong ways for economic stability. Male and female prostitution are in vogue for few coins. Youth forget every thing their education, their knowledge and their morality just for the sake of few shining coins. A heart breaking news published in one of the newspaper recently that due to excess in unemployed Government of Germany has started using license for prostitution. One of the economically stable and developed nation like Germany – THINK what will be the future of these developing nations. Over the heap of cement and concrete the future of man they will be cannibalistic. But hope never diminishes because still there are a few who think of human value, morality, nature, god softness, charity and they are there to protect our natural environment.
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